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NEWS & EVENTS
Your favourite list of libraries - yes, the Edinburgh Libraries
Guide - now has a new web address. Find it at
http://www.elisa.lib.ed.ac.uk/elg.htm and bookmark it for easy
access. The list has more than 140 entries, an amazing number
of information sources for a city the size of Edinburgh. We think
it's close to comprehensive, but to be really useful of course it
also has to be up to date. We recently emailed everyone in the
guide to ask you to check your entry. People who didn't respond,
could you please please please look now and send the text for
any changes you want, or a message to say the entry is accurate,
to:
sally.macpherson@edinburgh.gov.uk 
You will soon be able to update your own entry when ever you
wish, so look out for a message telling you how to do this.

SCURL is organising the e-books 5th annual seminar
‘Emerging services: from e-books to i-pods’. On Friday 14th

October, 2005 at National Library of Scotland, Causewayside
Building. For more information please look at
www.slainte.org.uk/EventsXtra/0510/ebooksprogrammebooking
.doc . To book a place go to events section of
www.slainte.org.uk .

The first monthly E-bulletin from City of Literature has been
issued. This bulletin is for all those in the city who are
professionally concerned with literature. If you would like to be
on the mailing list contact Anna Burkey at
edinburgh@cityofliterature.com .

MATTERS OF PROFESSIONAL PRIDE
Pam Clouston, Public Services Manager at Edinburgh
University Library, is pleased to report on a major development
for library users this session. Information Services at the
University of Edinburgh Main Library has embarked on a new
initiative to develop an integrated Helpdesk service which will
handle all types of enquiries from users. In the initial phase, staff
from the Library Desk and Computing Services Reception have
joined together to provide an integrated version of their services.
As the Helpdesk develops, an important component will be
looking at all the questions to ensure that all users receive the
same quality of response no matter where they ask their initial
question. Staff working at the IS Helpdesk have been trained to
answer general enquiries on computing issues as well as
traditional Library enquiries. Enquiries of a more complex
nature will continue to be referred to the appropriate unit or
group within Information Services or if necessary elsewhere.
The Helpdesk will be available to all internal and external users.
For more information, see
http://www.lib.ed.ac.uk/news/mlhelpdesk.html

RAISING THE PROFILE
Waverley Care HIV Information Service
My name is Michael Marr, the HIV Information Worker for
Waverley Care.
Waverley Care
was founded in
1989 as a direct
response to the
HIV epidemic in
Lothian and
exists to promote
the welfare of
people living
with HIV in
Scotland, and to
support their relatives, carers and dependants.

The Waverley Care HIV Information Service provides general
HIV related information and most importantly offers emotional
support to people who want to talk through any issues or
questions they might have about HIV; whether they are infected,
affected or concerned they may have been at risk.

It is the emotional support which is unique about the way in
which we deliver our information service; it is about listening to
the needs of the individual affected by HIV and finding the most
appropriate information source or support service. This can be
wide from options around HIV treatment or looking at HIV
dating sites to provide opportunities to meet others living with
HIV.

HIV is unique in its issues around stigma and discrimination.
Unlike other kinds of discrimination, it is often linked with and
reinforces other forms of discrimination such as racism and
homophobia. One way of combating this is in the workplace.
The Waverley Care Information Service is able to work with
your service or organisation to develop an HIV workplace
policy and outline your obligations under the law to promote
good practice on HIV in the workplace and which can lead to a
healthier working environment by encouraging more supportive
attitudes towards people living with and affected by HIV.

Go on, contact us, and make sure your workplace is an
equitable, fair and healthy working environment. 

Michael Marr
Waverley Care HIV
Information Service
T - 0131 661 0982
info@waverleycare.org
www.waverleycare.org
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RAISING THE PROFILE
Central Library: a visual arts perspective

Since 1936 there have been separate specialist subject
departments in Central Library: the Edinburgh Room, Scottish
Library, Music, Fine Art, each enjoying a unique opportunity
within the public library sector to contribute widely to local and
national cultural life.

The Fine Art Library plays an important role in underpinning
the work of students and workers in the visual arts. Over the
years the collection has altered considerably to reflect changing
visual and design interests.  I wonder what a librarian from the
1930's would make of the titles: “Dr Martens: the story of an
icon “ or “Cool Sites: freeze-framed and down cold”?

The collection's core subject coverage of art history, painting,
drawing, sculpture, architecture, decorative design including
furniture, textiles, jewellery has now expanded to embrace many
forms of digital art, photography, body art including tattoos,
graffiti.  There is a commitment to keeping as much material as
possible on Edinburgh and Scottish art and design, but also to
providing an eye on international trends and developments.  We
like to think we can inspire as well as inform!

In addition to providing a traditional library service in terms of
books, journals, slides etc, we provide exhibition space for
artwork or photographs. We are always keen to exhibit work
from schools and we look forward to work from Craigroyston
High in December 2005.   In previous years we have exhibited
work created by library staff from across the ECLIS service and
also from a group of Italian artists.

 This Italian exhibition resulted from our presence on the ECLIS
website (www.edinburgh.gov.uk/libraries - click on Art Sphere),
which was spotted by an Italian agent.  A 3D example from that
exhibition is shown above!  Art Sphere is one of our main ways
of keeping readers informed, not only of our own services, but
also of the opportunities the City of Edinburgh affords to art
enthusiasts. We have also run various competitions with the
most recent being a brief to design a CD cover, in electronic
format.  

Fine Art is situated adjacent to the main Central building but is
still to be reached from the central staircase.  Our position
affords wonderful sunsets and a stunning perspective on the
crown spire of St Giles.  We provide a unique atmosphere to
encourage your creativity.
I look forward to seeing
you all here! 

Brenda Woods
Library Officer 
Fine Art

ELISA WORKING GROUPS

The Staff Development & Training Group met on 21st

September. A splendid programme of library visits has been
arranged for the next 6 to 9 months, including visits to the
Lothian Health Board Archive, the Parliament Library and visits
to school libraries. Plans are afoot to publish the programme on
the ELISA website but in the meantime please contact Gill
McDonald, Group convenor. This Group is also concerned with
supporting candidates and mentors in the Chartership process.
The first activity will involve support of a candidates gathering
on Wednesday 26th October 3.30om and Thursday 27th

October 4.30pm.

The Web Group also met on 21st September. Greig Christie of
Information Systems at Edinburgh University Main Library has
developed various administrative tools for the website, including
remote updating of news and the Edinburgh Libraries Guide.
Sally MacPherson of the Edinburgh City Reference Library
continues work on the Edinburgh Libraries Guide, please see the
news section. The Group is now working on a longer term
development of the website, close work with the
Communications Group is planned. 

The Communications Group met on 28th September. There are
plans for a joint Communications Group and Web Group
meeting to focus on the development of the ELISA website.
Minutes are forthcoming.

The e-Content Group met on 6th October. Richard Clegg,
Operations Manager of SCRAN attended the meeting. Minutes
are forthcoming.

The Access Group is met on 11th October. A project plan for
the development of the Edinburgh Libraries passport has been
agreed in a previous meeting. This meeting focussed on
discussing  how the relationship between information agencies
and larger libraries in Edinburgh might be developed with a
view to delivering more accessible services to all users. Minutes
are forthcoming.

NEWS FROM THE CABIN

Work has been progressing on devising
a subscription scheme for ELISA
members. A key feature of ELISA is
dedicated development time that drives t
forward and helps the ELISA community g
this to continue next year, funding needs 
hope to pilot the subscription scheme tow
year.

It has been a pleasure receiving responses
attend the planned gathering for pe
Chartership. The enthusiasm and positive c
prospect of getting all these people un
exciting.  Do get in touch if you would like 

Exhibition of Paintings of Scottish Landscapes
by Peter Gorrie       4th – 31st October 2005
he practical projects
ain critical mass. For
to be identified. We
ards the end of the

 to the invitation to
ople interested in
omments makes the
der one roof quite
to come along. 
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